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Bangalore is one of the famous travel destinations in South India. It is the modern and clean city
flock by a large number of tourists, students and business people from different parts of the world.
This city is known for its cool climate and metropolitan lifestyle. Also, the city has the presence of
several software companies, heavy industries etc.

There is wide range of accommodation options in Bangalore which welcomes guest with excellent
facilities. There are hotels of all types and budget hotels in Bangalore are mostly preferred by the
travelers. This is because the budget hotels are cheap that everyone can afford. Ginger hotel and
Ajantha Hotel are the famous budget hotels in the city.

Hyderabad is the fifth largest metropolitan city of India. This city is visited is by people from
domestic and international places. Known as the â€œCity of Pearlsâ€•, there are number of tourist
attractions here. Some of the attractions of tourist interest include Osman Sagar Lake, Secret Lake,
Birla Mandir and Birla Planetarium etc.Moreover, the city has now emerged as an important IT hub
of the country.

Therefore, there are many hotels for travelers who flock to Hyderabad city. The hotels comprises of
five star, four star, three star and budget hotels. The hotels provide best hospitality and services to
its guests. However, the budget hotels are the economical ones which can be easily afforded by
every traveler. The budget hotels in Hyderabad are basically for low priced travelers. Some of the
famous budget hotels in the city are Hotel Harsha, Baseraa Inn and Aarthi Hotel etc.

Noida is one of the major industrial cities of India located in the district of Uttar Pradesh. It forms an
important part of NCR which has developed rapidly in the past few years. There are number of IT
companies, manufacturing industries, call centers, educational institutes and tourist attractions.
Also, there are great shopping malls in this city. Since, there are employment opportunities for
people and institutes of education for students etc. so number of hotels has been built up in Noida.
The hotels in Noida are known for its world class services and multi-cuisine dining. One can find
hotels in this city without any difficulties.

You will be glad to know that Travel hot has come up with best deals on hotels. You will get all types
of hotels luxurious, mid range and budget hotels from here. Book your hotel now and avail the
benefits.
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